mars
JON KELLY FINDS ‘MARSGATE’ REVERSAL IN
OBAMA’S SPACE SPEECH AT KSC ON 4/14/10

Question asked of MARS: Andy, I heard that
reverse speech analysis of a recent address by
President Obama revealed knowledge by him of
the claims made by you and Laura Eisenhower
that a secret Mars colony exists. Is this true?

In an interview on “Feet to the Fire” with James
Jancik broadcast on April 25, 2010, Kelly found
a parallel between the President’s message and
the recent disclosure by Laura Eisenhower and I
that a secret Mars colony project exists that has
already been teleporting individuals to Mars and
recruiting them to settle on the Red Planet.
About Jon Kelly
Jon Kelly is a world famous speech analyst who
believes that the truth is revealed through an act
of reflection. Jon says that a digital mirror filter
can lens unconscious communications from
within the human voice, including messages
regarding UFO and ET disclosure.

Andrew D. Basiago, president, Mars Anomaly
Research Society (MARS): Yes! President
Barack Obama gave a speech about space
policy at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida
on April 14, 2010. In part of his speech, Obama
stated: “These questions come at a time of
transition, as the Space Shuttle nears its
scheduled retirement after almost 30 years of
service.” Reverse speech expert Jon Kelly
found that in reverse the President can be heard
to state: “Risk the ray! Go to Mars! Pack!”
Jon Kelly, Reverse Speech Expert

The Space Shuttle lifts off

In Kelly's opinion, this mirror principle applies to
audio as well as photographic recordings made
during speech communications. His body of
evidence includes numerous major news stories
broken far ahead of the mainstream media,
along with an extensive photographic catalogue.
.
His ground-breaking research has been covered
by CBS radio and television, Coast to Coast AM,
Fox News, BBC London, Deutschland Radio
Berlin, The Journal of Abduction-Encounter
Research, and hundreds of other major media
outlets around the world.
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